
 
 
Tony Sandell Roof Windows (TSRW), established in 1988, is one of 
the largest manufacturers of roof windows and skylights in South Africa with over 40 000 
windows fitted nationwide. 
 
TSRW manufactures many other Units but we Market and 
Install: 

Automation 

 

Roof windows 

 

 

 

 

& SKYLIGHTS 

https://tsrw.co.za/


 

TSRW, South Africa’s sole manufacturer of centre pivot Roof Windows, has 22 years’ 
experience in Roof Window manufacture and installation.  TSRW owns a patent on the hinge 
mechanism and has developed products which are designed to withstand South Africa’s harsh 
conditions. 

Previously marketed as SOLIS, TSRW is known to most South African architects who have 
supported and specified our product over the past two decades. 

With the recent upsurge in Green Building practices, TSRW finds itself in an envious position to 
be a leader in servicing the residential market.  By specifying roof windows, the architect is 
introducing natural light into an otherwise dark area, thus saving on electricity as well as allowing 
extra ventilation when needed. 
There is a strong trend in South Africa towards loft conversions.  Roof windows are uniquely 
suited to such loft areas as they provide all the advantages in one – light, ventilation, view and 
cost efficiency. 

At TSRW our hand crafted sub frames are solid hardwood for increased durability, and finished 
in natural varnish or white.  The exterior frames are clad in corrosion and fade resistant charcoal 
aluminium (PVF2 Coated), which together with the flashing kits are all roll formed and 
pressed.  All joints are double seamed to insure a completely waterproof seal.  Screws and 
hinges are stainless steel. 

 
A wide range of standard sizes is available, with specials made to order.  In addition to specific 
mechanical aluminium flashing systems for slate, roof sheets and tiles, TSRW offer special 
flashings for flat and low-pitched roofs, as well as thatch. 

Our nationwide team of agents can supply and fit roof windows in all major centres and 
beyond.  TSRW offers a world-class product manufactured right here in South Africa.  Our 
2700m2 premises in Ottery, Cape Town, boasts the finest purpose built roof window and skylight 
machinery in South Africa. 
 

TSRW also specializes in butt jointed glass pyramids and flush glazed units. These units can be 
made to size and are made with our unique aluminium extrusion as the base which can be 
powder coated to any specific colour. There are many different glazing options. These units are 
generally used for flat concrete and boarded roofs and require torch on waterproofing once 
installed.  
  
Electric Window and Blind Openings available on Request… 
 
ROOF FLASHINGS 
 
U Flashing: For profiled tiles and corrugated sheets. 
L Flashing: For thin roofing materials i.e. fibre cement, slate, and shingles 
T Flashing: For thatch roofs 
R Flashing: For use on ridge and profiled sheet roofs 
Up stand Flashing: For flat roofs or pitched below 17 degrees. 
The outer casing is formed in aluminium and powder coated for resistance against harsh weather 
conditions. 
 

BLINDS   
 
We offer a range of blinds and materials which can be retro-fitted or pre-installed. Our blinds can 
be hand operated or used with a RAB (Remote Adaptor For blinds) system. This is operated by a 
detachable crank handle making out of reach operation easy. 



 
 

•  
 
 

TSRW Blinds 
Our in-house team of experts are on hand to create the perfect blinds for your skylights or roof 
windows. 
 

Luxaflex Blinds 
Luxaflex® products are truly ‘one of a kind’, as they are custom made for you, in one of our 
European facilities. 
 

Blind colour options : Blockout or Translucent 

Blockout Beige,Blockout Grey and Translucent Beige,Translucent Grey plus Navy Blue. 

Solid rods are available in lengths of 600mm, 1.2m and 1.8m. Telescopic rods are available 
in lengths of 2.4m and 3.2m. A crank handle is required where blinds are fitted.  

Automated units are available. 
 

TSRW manufacture pyramids, ridge-type and dome shaped skylights in any size, 
using powder coated aluminium and a range of glass types. 

 

Flush glazing is a term for glazing skylights or glass curtain walls by attaching the glass to an 
aluminium or steel framework by means of Thermo bond tape and structural slilcone. This 
creates an attractive smooth finish and is 100% waterproof. 

 

TSRW has an aluminium extrusion system which incorporates either acrylic or 
polycarbonate sheeting into a , including low-rise or semi-circular barrel vaults and domes. 
Walk-on skylights are flush glazed into aluminium frames and generally cast into concrete 
decks, using flat multi-laminated glass. 
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